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2021 Two Year Old Sale Bulls

in touch at

Treftz

Limousin

TREF GANG UP 092G

2021 Fall Sale Bulls

Dear Limousin Friends,
Welcome to 2021! I don’t think I need to say anymore!

TREF GENESIS 986G

Even with Covid still an obstacle, our sale will go on as usual at
the ranch as well as on dvauction as we have done for the last several
years. If you don’t feel comfortable attending or using dvauction, we
will have our usual competent and trustworthy sale staff that can take
bids over the phone for you. We’ve always tried to keep our website up
to date with current photos of a majority of the sale offering months
prior to the sale. Our sale catalog and videos of each lot will also be
available online approximately 2 weeks prior to the sale.

TREF GODFATHER 206G

A very deep set of bulls, with all age groups represented, will be in the offering this year.
With our female numbers still on the high side, we are once again selling an outstanding set of
open registered heifers capable of producing the type of bulls we’ve become known for and you
like to use.
Enjoy our preview of just a few of the bulls and heifers that will be in our sale in this flyer.
Call anytime if you have any questions or need more details. I’m always happy to oblige.

TREF GRID IRON 915G

treftzlimousin.com

TREF GRANITE 064G

2021 Spring Sale Heifers

605-380-0014

TREF GRAN TORINO 991G

Glenn Treftz

Call or email for a catalog!

TREF GOOD FORTUNE 799G

12510 370th Avenue
Wetonka, SD 57481

TREF GOLDEN RULE 564G

Treftz Limousin

Sincerely,

TREF HARLEIGH 642H

TREF HOPE 621H

Sale Highlight

TREF HARDCORE 204H

BD: 3/16/2020
9 mo. WT: 1155 lbs
BW: 80
9 mo. SC: 31 cm
205 WT: 833 (117)
EPD’s

CED
11
Rank 45%

BW
1.3
50%

WW
86
1%

YW
133
1%

Possibly the most flawless bull we
have ever raised, TREF Hardcore 204H
exemplifies all the traits we strive for in one
package: massive muscle shape, calving
ease, soundness, easy fleshing, big rib-eye,
a 2 for the F94L gene, homo polled, docile,
maternal, and just flat out powerful! He
backs up the complete package as well on
paper with his outstanding performance
numbers and genomic-enhanced EPDs. We
challenge you to find another red purebred
bull of his caliber anywhere. Check out this
big time herd sire Feb. 13. He will be sure
to grab your attention!

MK SC DOC
27 .07
19
10% 95% 2%

CW
41
2%

REA
1.61
1%

MB
-0.15
80%

2021 Spring
Sale Bulls
TREF HALFBREED 1618H

TREF HEARTLAND 909H

$MTI
55.88
20%

2021 Elite Genetic Package

TREF YAKIRA 766Y

RPY PAYNES CRACKER

TREF HIGH
COMMAND 1604H

A few years back we had an
opportunity to purchase a few
straws of RPY Paynes Cracker 17E
that were imported to the USA. After
breeding a couple cows the first
year, we used the last 2 straws to
flush our donor, TREF Yakira 766Y.
Producing 9 viable eggs, 7 of those
were implanted resulting in the 3
bulls that will be feature highlights
in our upcoming sale February 13.
Two heifers from the flush were retained to
replace Yakira who died unexpectedly prior
to her last flush. Don’t miss one of the last
chances to get a herd bull from one of the
most prolific cows to walk our pastures mated
to the bull that had 12 sons average $10,875
at the B Bar Cattle’s Annual Sale in December
of 2020! These 3 herd changing prospects
have the pedigree, the power, and a super
quiet disposition to take your program to the
next level.

TREF HIGH NOON
1606H

TREF HIGH PROFILE
1612H

TREF HERO 428H

TREF HE MAN 012H

TREF HEARTACHE 310H

TREF HERCULES 091H

TREF HOME RUN 980H

TREF HITCHHIKER 671H

TREF HEAVY METAL 993H

TREF HOSS 141T

TREF HOTSHOT 345H

TREF HONORABLE 384H

TREF HOMER 227H

TREF HUNTER 423H

